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EXISTING CONDITIONS
The buildings of the Union precinct are divided into three main uses.
Firstly, the Administration Block on the main approach to the group, which houses the Union administration and 
its allied activities. These include the Union Sports Office, the offices of Semper Floreat, clubs and society rooms, 
the Union Council chamber, meeting rooms, a lounge and a branch of the Commonwealth Bank.
The second building of the group, the relaxation block, contains Student Health Offices, common rooms and 
general toilet facilities.
The main building of the area, the refectory building is, as its name implies, mainly devoted to dining areas. 
Rooms related to this purpose include the kitchen, the Page Hanify Dining Room, coffee lounge, and the formal room. 
The Union shop is located at the entry to the refectory block This position beside the main stream of student 
traffic provides favourable conditions for customer impulse purchasing
FUTURE REQUIREMENTS
Development of the Union site is to take place as a general extension to existing facilities plus the addition of an 
important fourth function - the student theatre. This theatre will make use of toilets and allied facilities of the 
relaxation block in its extended form Further extensions are visualised to the refectory dining room, and it is 
planned to increase the range of merchandise at the Union shop which will require more floor area. Some sheltered 
car parking is required for Union staff,

MASTER PLANNING
The Union precinct takes the form of a pavilion development with pedestrian and casual areas between buildings 
Visually, this has the effect of intimate areas with extended views of the park land beyond opening and closing to 
the viewer as he moves through the complex. It is important that any new addition to the group retains this 
atmosphere.
The Union Theatre, situated at the southern end of the relaxation block conforms to the requirements above and 
adds to the main vista from Circular Drive through the central terraces to the river. It is placed on the lowest 
section of the site which gives a view over the roof from surrounding upper floors and the land slope in this position 
is favourable to the physical requirements of the theatre. This leaves the area to the north of the Union complex 
free of buildings. With the Social Sciences Annex located as near as possible to its northern service road, another 
pleasant pedestrian area may be developed here.
Vehicular services to the theatre may be obtained by a road from the rear of the Social Sciaices area, This can 
also give access to a sheltered parking area for Union staff to be located underneath the extension to the 
relaxation block, In this manner the installation of a ring road about the Union complex is avoided along with the 
resultait alienation of the surrounding parkland and the danger of its becoming an alternative through road for University 
traffic.
To allow the Union shop to maintain its favourable position it will be necessary to meet its expansion by taking 
over the area occupied by the Page Hanify Dining Room This area is not altogether satisfactory for a dining room 
as it has poor ventilation and no outlook. The Page Hanify Dining Room will be best relocated on the first, floor of 
the projected refectory extensions, either on the northern or southern side. This position will grant it a certain 
degree of privacy with excellent views of the river landscape, without removing it too far from kitchen service.
UNION THEATRE
The Union Theatre is required to seat an audience of 350 for dramatic and cinema presentations. The seating plan 
is an oval shape, this being the general pattern that an audience takes upon entering a theatre. The seating is of the 
"continental" or aisleless type. This provision enables the most important space in the theatre, i. e . , what would 
otherwise be the central aisle, to be occupied by members of the audience. A provision required in conjunction 
with "continental" type seating is a wider seat spacing (3'6", centre to centre), generous side aisles and easily 
accessible exits. The auditorium is surrounded by a wide perimeter aisle situated behind an arcade of brick archways. 
This aisleway expands towards the main entry to form a curving foyer space. As the perimeter aisleway is on a level 
with the stage and its apron, it also doubles as an area that may be used by actors to completely traverse about the 
audience. The sloping auditorium floor is brought up or down to the level of the surrounding aisle by steps set 
within the arches of the arcade.
The arcade repeats for the upper level of the auditorium to form a gallery which may be used to set up spotlights 
and similar lighting. This arrangement allows ready access to all front of house lighting by technical staff during 
performances and could be used in place of - or in conjunction with - conventional lighting hung in the ceiling space.
A projection box is situated in the middle of the lighting gallery and has space sufficient to accommodate two 35 m m 
projectors and one 16 m.m . projector. Beside the projection box there is a small area which can be used, if desired, 
for a small number of spectators to view performances from the upper level as in the old continental style of opera 
boxes. Actors also will have access to this upper level and so its use may be extended to cover dramatic require­
ments, for instance, the balcony scene from Romeo and Juliet . The theatre has a proscenium arch with a stage 
beyond and a large apron extending into the audience. This apron, although large, is not the island type apron as found 
in the early Shakespearean Theatre, as the seating required to surround it would be unsuitable for viewing cinema 
programmes.
The stage has large wing areas, The northern one opens into the workshop which has direct access from the 
vehicle loading bay. Properties, scenery materials and similar articles not requiring ready use during 
performances, could be stored in the area under the stage. This area could also accommodate some of the 
mechanical equipment needed for the air conditioning of the theatre. There is a provision on each level of the north 
side of the building for actors' facilities. The basement level contains a male dressing room, the main floor level 
contains the wardrobe and a possible green room (which would also have easy access to the front of house foyer) and 
the upper floor level contains a female dressing room.
The foyer area has a ceiling at two levels, the lower level towards the auditorium being the underside of the 
lighting gallery. House lighting accommodated in the higher level of this area can be adjusted to flood the exterior 
wall and yet maintain a darker space towards the auditorium. This arrangement would allow illumination in this area 
whilst the auditorium was in darkness and could, from the auditorium, give a very pleasing back lighting effect to the 
arcade of arches.
The theatre walls are constructed of brick, this material being simple, relatively cheap and fire proof. An 
exception to this is the proscenium wall which, because of the large span of the proscenium opening and because it is 
the principal support for the roof, is made of reinforced concrete. The problem of roofing this large area without 
external supports and without massive structural members is solved by a shell roof suspended by interlocking steel 
cables. The tensional stresses of this roof are admirably catered for by the structural stability of the eliptical plan. 
The suspended shell would be composed of solid panels supported between the cables and sheeted with conventional 
trade type metalic roofing. The panels of lightweight concrete would provide for the fire-proofing requirement of the 
structure and would also give heat and sound insulation.
The stage, although it has a descending fire curtain, is not provided with a fully equipped fly tower. The 
division of the building by the concrete proscenium wall allows a full fly gallery to be installed at a later date if it is 
so desired, without major disruption to the functioning of the theatre Considerable depth may be obtained behind the 
stage by completing the elipse of the plan and this additional space would also be ideal for back projection when this 
technique has become more refined.
The main entry to the theatre is by the covered link connecting to the relaxation building This enables access 
from three directions - the north, the south and from the relaxation block. The link also provides access to toilet 
and dining facilities located within the relaxation block. The entry is low, allowing a view of the river to be seen 
from the refectory block between the theatre and the relaxation block.
Windows are unsuitable for a building with a darkened, air conditioned interior and this requirement dictates a 
character different from that of the Union complex For this reason the theatre is of austere brick construction 
which will not interfere with the strong architectural personality of the surrounding buildings, The roof, although 
simply constructed, has an interesting three dimensional form when viewed from higher buildings in the area.
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